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Abstract

Paper reviewing the use of TRIZ tools and methods in combination with other tools for better manufacturing and production processes improvement. A weakness of the current state of process improvement is mainly solving problems by trivial tools as Brainstorming, which leads to not ideal resolutions to problems in the process. This could be improved by the use of TRIZ. A literature review was used for examination of the current state and history of the use of TRIZ principles in a field of production processes. The review is chronologically structured and focuses on attempts to use TRIZ itself or in combination with other tools with a goal improvement of processes or activities related to the process. The research begins before the year 2000 and it ends by the year 2019. The use of TRIZ for process improvement was described by many authors, and many approaches were tried. From the results, it is seen that TRIZ methods should be beneficial for use in practice. Unfortunately, found solutions are either too complex or without specific descriptions. That could be a cause of why the implementation of TRIZ tools is not spread. Results of review lead to a need for a new, more user-friendly approach based on TRIZ principles for use by engineers in real practice.
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1- Introduction

If companies want to succeed and stay in the competition in the long run, they must make an effort to improve. The concept of continuous improvement is well known. The most common approaches for continuous process improvement are Lean thinking and Six Sigma. These approaches offer a good way to improve processes in companies. Its main strength is in the identification of problems, not in solving them. When problems are found, tools as brainstorming are used to solve these problems. Solutions generated by these tools could lead in a different direction from the ideal result. Or possibly, secondary problems could appear. There are more sophisticated methods for better and more innovative solutions. Innovative solutions can be found by the use of systematic creativity tools called TRIZ. TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) gives us an approach on how to solve problems within a way of evolution of a technical system. TRIZ principles and tools are based on previous research of thousands of patents where repeating patterns were discovered. There is a limited number of general problems and there is a limited number of solutions for these problems. These problems and their solutions are constantly repeating in time. Based on this knowledge, several tools and methods were made, which can help us to achieve a better solution to problems quickly. The use of TRIZ tools brings faster and more innovative solutions even for very difficult problems. Although TRIZ is originally designed for innovation of products, it should be a very good tool for improvement or innovation of processes.

This paper deals with the question of how TRIZ has been used for the improvement of production processes. How the TRIZ is used for improvement or innovation of the processes, or how is TRIZ used in combination with tools and methods used for the improvement of processes or activities related to processes.
Several authors published review papers about the use of TRIZ tools in combination with other tools. Hua et al. [1] reviewing the use of TRIZ with other tools for a better design. A review of TRIZ for design is also presented by Coulibaly [2]. Rupani et al. [3] reviewing the use of TRIZ for services, the integration of TRIZ with other tools is reviewed by Lin et al. [4]. A review of the integration of TRIZ with Lean is described by Maia et al. [5]. None of these reviews deals with the use of TRIZ for process improvement in general. Maia et al. [5] deals with the integration of TRIZ with lean, but they are ignore other methods.

This paper aims to review the combination of TRIZ with other tools for the improvement of production processes, and looks into previous attempts to integrate TRIZ with other tools. Results could help with orientation in the field of use of TRIZ with other tools or as a starting point for other research of process improvement possibilities.

2- Methods

To answer the question of how was TRIZ used and how it is used as a way of improvement of processes or activities related to processes, a literature review was done. The main focus was on the use of sources from the Web of Science and Scopus databases. Because there have not been many publications on this topic other sources for research were included. Sources as Google Scholar, Researchgate, TRIZ Journal, etc. Found publications were investigated and conclusions were made. The process of the review is shown in Figure 1.

3- Literature Review

The review is divided into chronological sections. In the first section, there are publications before the year 2000, the following sections are periods of five years in length. Research ended in 2019.

3-1- Before the Year 2000

In studies before 2000, TRIZ appears mainly used in the design of better products. The most used integration of TRIZ tools is with QFD (Quality Function Deployment), Taguchi method, and TOC (Theory of Constraints).

Domb [6] describes the integration of TRIZ with QFD when TRIZ tools are used to solve problems in the area of design of new products or processes. The integration of TRIZ and QFD is also described in other publications [7-10]. TRIZ, QFD, and Taguchi methods are combined by Terninko [9]. QFD is used to collect customers’ requests, Taguchi brings approach for determination of parameters for robust design, and TRIZ is used for problem-solving. QFD and TRIZ are integrated by León-Rovira and Aguayo [7], where technical contradictions are defined in the roof of the QFD. Contradictions are then solved by TRIZ tools. Integration of TRIZ with QFD with the effort to find better solutions, and also for better technological future forecasting in a field of quality improvement is described by Domb [8]. Novick [10] wants to establish a Variability Reduction Plan and Pathway for the improvement of processes and
quality. By combining tools like QFD, Taguchi, TOC, TRIZ, SPC (Statistical Process Control), or Kaizen. Because without a good plan, time, cost, or manpower can be used in the wrong place and at the wrong time.

Possible improvement of both, TOC and TRIZ methods is discussed by Rizzo [11]. As one of the usable tools, the 40 Inventive Principles can be used for resolving conflicts in Evaporating Cloud. On the other hand, Evaporating Cloud can help with the definition of contradictions for TRIZ solving. The use of TOC’s trees is described by Moura [12], where CRT (Current Reality Tree) and the CRD (Conflict Resolution Diagram) can help with the definition of micro problems and better formulation of technical and physical contradictions. A combination of Evaporating Cloud with TRIZ’s 40 Inventive Principles is also described by Domb and Dettmer [13].

The use of TRIZ tools to solve non-technical problems, and for solving problems connected to strategy and management is described by Domb and Dettmer [13] and by Domb [14]. Domb [14] described a three-step procedure for the improvement of Supply Chain Management. IFR (Ideal Final Result), Subject-Object-Action, and a list of resources are used for solving non-technical problems including services and processes by Belski [15]. Improvement of the process of new product design with the use of a combination of TRIZ with NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) describes Becker and Domb [16]. Connection of the TRIZ and SAPB (Systematic Approach of Pahl and Beitz) with the same purpose but also for general problem-solving is described by Malmqvist et al. [17]. About recognition of the moment when focusing innovation on the product or on the process writes Cavallucci and Lutz [18]. TRIZ can be focused only on one system, product, or production system. Change of product requires changes in process, and when the process is innovated a new product can appear.

TRIZ tools were also used for practical problem-solving connected with the production or with the technology of manufacturing for example in a case study on the production of wine [19].

3-2- Period from 2000 to 2004

In 2000, more papers combining TRIZ with other methods and tools appeared. There were papers mainly about the use of TRIZ tools in a field of non-technical problems like services, strategy, and others, but there were also quite a lot of articles about integration with tools and methods based on brainstorming and similar methods, for example, psychological tools. As before 2000 there were still attempts to integrate QFD and TOC methods with TRIZ.

Not seen before was an integration of TRIZ with the design of eco products and processes or the use of TRIZ in a field of software development. Integration with tools for the design of products connected to manufacturing like DFMA or DFSS was also described. Most importantly for this research, there were first attempts to describe a positive effect of the use of TRIZ in the improvement of manufacturing processes with methodologies like Six Sigma and Lean.

Mann [20] describes the use of TRIZ for non-technical problems. He concludes that TRIZ can define or solve problems in business and other non-technical fields. Mann and Domb [21] write about the use of TRIZ to help companies to survive in E-business. Ruchti and Livotov [22] conclude that TRIZ can be very useful for better decision making in business fields. A new Contradiction matrix that is aiming at the application of TRIZ in business is described by Mann [23].

How to use the 5W1H tool with TRIZ methods is described by Apte et al. [24]. It can help with the formulation of problems, identification of parts in the system, finding IFR or all resources, or describe scientific effects. Other work from Care and Mann uses TRIZ with the MindMaps tool [25]. MindMap helps by grouping ideas and not to stop searching for the solution when the first good is found. Mann [26] describes how to use different types of thinking. Types of thinking from Six Hats could be combined with TRIZ for better solutions. Campbell [27] combines TRIZ and Brainstorming. Knowledge of TRIZ can help to fill a gap between general solution and desired specific one.

Hipple [28] tries to describe possible ways to bring the TRIZ into the organization as a replacement or as a combination with current creativity tools in the company. Tools and methods for combining with TRIZ are: Creative Problem Solving/brainstorming, Lateral Thinking, Six Hats, or social style instruments such as Myers Briggs 16 Types and many others.

The integration of TRIZ with the Taguchi method is also described by Apte and Man [29]. TRIZ generates ideas and Taguchi transforms them into reality. The comparison of TRIZ with NLP at the philosophical, methodological, and tool levels is described by Birdoux and Mann [30].

As before 2000, there are studies about the integration of TRIZ and TOC. Mann and Stratton integrate TRIZ with TOC. They discuss the connection between TRIZ and Evaporating Cloud [31], but they also focus on the relationship between TOC and TRIZ with manufacturing strategy development [32]. Both TOC and TRIZ are reducing costs, and improving Ideality and Value.
TRIZ with QFD and Scenario Technique is described by Baessler et al. [33]. They use a seven stage process called W-Model. Chen and Liu [34] and [35] have combined the TRIZ, QFD, and Eco-innovation for products and processes with less environmental impact.

The next tools for integration with TRIZ, are design tools connected to manufacturing. De Feo and Bar-El [36] describe the integration of Ideation TRIZ (I-TRIZ) with DFSS. Almost the same is described by Bariani, Berti, and Lucchetta [37] where TRIZ is combined with DFMA. Even a more detailed description of integration is presented by Hur et al. [38].

Averboukh writes about the positive results of the use of TRIZ tools in Six Sigma's DMAIC or DFSS [39]. The use of TRIZ tools is most efficient at the Define and Improve phases. Averboukh also mentioned that there could be a problem with the training of users. Poppe and Gras described TRIZ for process improvement [40]. They write about categories of process functions which are: Productive, Providing, Corrective, and Harmful. The other two categories are the result of unwanted but inevitable interactions and the result of implementation. The model of the process can be very complex and hard to make. Technology and processes innovations by TRIZ are also described by Winkless and Mann [41], where the TRIZ is used for improvement in a factory for food equipment.

Other ways of TRIZ to be used for process improvement is a combining it with process improvement tools. Lean, agile, and TOC tools with TRIZ are combined to improve a supply chain by Stratton and Warburton [42]. In 2004, Ikovenko and Bradley [43] write about similarities between Lean tools and TRIZ tools. They conclude that the Lean thinking application would be more sustainable when Lean tools are supported by TRIZ methods. A combination of TRIZ with 8D and MUDA is discussed by Campbell [44]. TRIZ can improve the 8D tool and it also could be used in combination with Lean for waste reduction.

The integration of Six Sigma and TRIZ is described by Kermani [45] or by Domb [46]. Kermani [45] writes that by the combination of Six Sigma and TRIZ a high degree of quality improvement can be achieved. He injected TRIZ tools into each step of the DMAIC cycle. Domb [46] writes that TRIZ with Six Sigma can be used to improve Transportation, IT product development, Education, Waste processing, or Warranty cost reduction.

There were also other applications of TRIZ connected to process improvement. Retseptor describes the use of 40 Inventive Principles for quality improvement [47]. A combination of ARIZ and NM method for better 5 levels problem-solving is discussed by Nakamura [48]. Petrali [49] combining TRIZ with other methods for product and process improvement. He combines many tools in one structured system. The system focuses on the improvement of all stages of production from the product model through the function model to the process model. He combines tools as QFD, FMEA, DFMA, Value analysis, Six Sigma, and TRIZ. TRIZ, in the field of software improvement is discussed by Stanbrook [50], and Rea [51].

3-3- Period from 2005 to 2009

In 2005, there were more studies about process improvement with TRIZ, a combination of TRIZ with Six Sigma methodology or with Lean. There are also many studies using TRIZ for non-technical problems like strategy and management. Another combination of TRIZ with tools and methods connected with process improvement also appeared.

The similarities between TPS (Toyota Production System) and TRIZ are discussed by Aggarwal [52]. The conclusion is that both of these methodologies are in many ways almost the same. Chemical processes are improved by the use of TRIZ by Robles et al. [53]. Duflou and D’hondt focus on systematic innovation in manufacturing processes [54]. Use of TRIZ for manufacturing processes improvement is also mentioned by Jin, San, and Li [55], where authors write about the beneficial use of TRIZ in many fields connected to manufacturing as software, management, products, management, and technology development. IFR and Patterns of Evolution are used for process improvement by Fresner and Jantschgi [56], Domb and Kling describe the use of TRIZ for cost-related problems in processes [57], Bligh [58] describes an overlap between Lean a TRIZ methodologies. TRIZ and Lean have many common points. Both trying to improve the system, both trying to make the current state better. The goal of Lean is to eliminate or reduce waste, TRIZ is trying to use all resources and use them in a different way. TRIZ can be also used as a Lean tool for more challenging problems. Li et al. use TOC for contradiction definition, then solve problems by TRIZ [59].

Kumar [60] uses a combination of TRIZ and Six Sigma for software process improvement. 40 contradiction matrix is used for solving of problems found by Six Sigma. Zhao integrates TRIZ with Six Sigma for the improvement of services and processes [61]. He uses TRIZ tools in every step of the DMAIC improvement cycle. Averboukh [62] and [63] comes up with TRIZ - Six Sigma methods. Averboukh systematically integrated TRIZ tools into Six Sigma roadmap. Averboukh describes how to use this new method for analysis and elimination of root causes [62], she also uses this method for cost reduction [63]. Filmore suggests that TRIZ has a more focused toolset for creative solving than Lean/Six Sigma [64]. The integration of TRIZ with Six Sigma is also considered by Šibalija and Majstorovic [65]. They conclude that the integration of TRIZ and Six Sigma is beneficial. TRIZ toolset with the DMAIC cycle is
combined by Xie and Li [66]. Brad et al. come up with TRIZ/Six Sigma algorithm for process improvement [67]. Where they combine TRIZ with DMAIC.

Better customers’ satisfaction and also improved quality are achieved by Chen, Hsu, and Chang [68] by a combination of TRIZ with the Kano model. Kaizen, Poka-Yoke, and TRIZ are combined to get better quality and higher safety of processes by Van Scyoc [69]. Improvement of agile manufacturing with TRIZ is discussed by Hetherington and Ismail [70]. Movareei and Vosseli write about the improvement of Supply Chain Management by the use of Inventive principles [71]. Rau and Fang [72] use QFD and TRIZ for improvement in logistics. Another use of QFD with TRIZ by Su and Lin [73] focuses on the improvement of services in electronic commerce. QFD, FMEA, and TRIZ are also used in a similar way by Wang et al. [74]. Improvement of the manufacturing processes and its strategy by the use of contradiction from TRIZ and TOC is discussed by Shahbazpour and Seidel [75].

Between 2005 and 2009 there were many studies about how to use TRIZ tools to solve non-technical problems, like defining strategy, improvement of management, and others.

TRIZ for a business project is used by Prim and Trabasso [76], the main use is in project preparation by the development of requirements and goals. The training process is improved by the use of Function analysis and new process maps by Ru and Ru [77]. Smith shows the improvement of business processes from process maps [78]. Souchkov [79] deals with the improvement of management and business systems. S-curves for the identification of a current state of the processes are used by Sui et al. [80], results were used to make relevant strategic decisions. TRIZ for business process re-engineering is shown by Rau and Fang [72]. Sui et al. [80] describe a strategy for Organization Learning with TRIZ. Hipple [81] and [82] describes the combination of TRIZ with other tools. The author writes that when a company tries to use TRIZ, it should combine it with other established tools. TRIZ can be used under the umbrella of a different method. Multi-level problem solving, which uses five levels to solve the problem is described by Frenklach [83]. Non-typical problems are solved by the use of TRIZ and OTSM (General Theory of Thinking) by Khomenko and Ashhtiani [84]. A similar topic is also described by Cavallucci and Khomenko [85]. Other studies integrate TRIZ with others, for example, integration of the DFMA [86], or combining with SAPB [87].

### 3-4-Period from 2010 to 2014

In 2010, there were lots of studies in the use of TRIZ tools and methods for process improvement or at least the use of TRIZ in connection with manufacturing processes. There were still attempts to combine TRIZ with TOC or QFD. Many studies on the combination of TRIZ with Six Sigma or Lean appeared. A number of ecologically aimed studies were growing.

TRIZ is used for the enhancement of manufacturing processes in many studies. For example, Chan et al. [88] deal with the improvement of the manufacturing process for lower environmental impact. Similarities between TRIZ, TOC, and Lean are described by Martin [89], and the use of TRIZ with these tools is recommended. Lean, TOC, and TRIZ are also described by Anosike and Lim [90]. They use Lean and TRIZ in the TOC framework, TOC, and TRIZ in the Lean framework and TOC and Lean in the TRIZ framework. The idea was to take the benefits of each method. TOC brings focus and logical thinking, Lean is good for waste elimination and TRIZ enables creativity and foresight. Later they came up with an obvious parallel between TRIZ, TOC, and Lean in three equations.

\[
\text{Ideality} = \frac{\text{Benefits}}{\text{Harms} + \text{Costs}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Goal} = \frac{\text{Throughput}}{\text{Inventory} + \text{Operating Expenses}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Lean} = \frac{\text{Value}}{\text{Waste} + \text{Costs}} \tag{3}
\]

Equation 1 is the main equation for TRIZ ideality. Equation (2) is the equation from TOC. Equation (3) could be the equation for Lean [91].

Navas and Machado [92] describe the use of TRIZ and Lean for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) where they are trying to find the best way to deal with the old stages of technical systems. 40 Inventive principles and a Contradiction matrix for better process capacity, safety, and ecology are used by Wang and Hsiung [93]. A better approach to ecology is also described by Bashikite and Karaulova [94], where green lean with TRIZ are integrated. The improvement of a whole manufacturing organization is discussed by Li et al. [95]. Similarly, Lanke and Ghodrati [96], who focus on the use of TRIZ for small improvements and innovations at the start of production of a new product. Moreira [97] discusses the improvement in assembly manufacturing with the use of Lean, direct observation, and tools of TRIZ. Muruganathan et al. [98] describe another approach to the integration of TRIZ with Lean.
manufacturing, where Lean is used to find and narrow down problems, then these problems are solved by the use of TRIZ with better results.

Technological improvements in manufacturing are described by Hsia et al. [99] or Sheu and Hou [100]. Sheu and Hou using Device Trimming methodology to improve manufacturing technology by the redesign of the machine [100], and redesign of processing machine [101]. Safety improvement in technology processes is presented by Hsia and Huang [102], where Substance-Field Analysis and contradiction analysis are used to lower hazard potential and improve factory safety. Systematic innovation in Lean manufacturing is described by Navas and Machado [103]. They review the possibilities of TRIZ use with Lean. Sousa, Navas, and Machado [104] write about the use of Lean and TRIZ methods for better maintenance. They try to apply TRIZ with tools like 5S, Kaizen, PDCA, TPM, Autonomous Maintenance, or VSM. Waste elimination with the use of TRIZ toolset is described by Thurnes et al. [105], where necessary waste is eliminated. Necessary waste is in its basic contradiction that is why TRIZ could help to eliminate these types of activities in the process. Thurnes also describes a list of examples for the use of 40 Inventive principles in Lean manufacturing [106]. TRIZ for Lean manufacturing is also used by Muruganantham et al. [107]. Improvement of Value Stream Mapping by TRIZ is described by Cabera and Li [108], the combination leads to better performance and production. The use of TRIZ for Lean Supply Chain Management is presented by Navas and Machado [109]. Moussa and others show that TRIZ can be used for Product or process design with environmental impact [110]. 5S with TRIZ is used Dewi et al. [111]. TRIZ tools are used in 5S methodology to solve problems that occurred. SMED and other Lean tools are improved by TRIZ by Kumaresanand Saman [112].

In 2010, integration of Six Sigma and TRIZ is more and more described. Attempt to integrate TRIZ with Six Sigma in the form of an algorithm called Sigma-TRIZ is described by Brad [113]. The author itself mentioned that this algorithm could be difficult to use, because of the TRIZ complexity. TRIZ tools are implemented into the DMAIC cycle, which is described by Soti et al. [114]. DMAIC and TRIZ are also combined by Zhao and Zhao [115]. Lean/Six Sigma on banking services is applied by Wang and Chen [116]. They used the Contradiction Matrix and 40 Inventive principles to improve process performance. Annamalai et al. [117], also combine TRIZ and Lean/Six Sigma. TRIZ tools and methods were implemented into DMAIC.

Quality improvement with the help of TRIZ is described by Yang et al. [118] and Guo, Sun, and Xu [119]. 40 Inventive principles with other tools are used for quality improvement by Wirawan and Ayu [120], SERVQUAL (Service quality) measurement, Kano model, or FMEA are combined with the TRIZ toolset in the service industry to achieve better service quality. Services are also improved by TRIZ by Kim and Yoon [121] or Regazzoni et al. [122]. Both use the TRIZ toolset for the improvement of products and services. Cascini uses TRIZ for technology forecasting [123].

A combination of QFD and TRIZ is still described by several authors. Wang and Chang [124] use QFD, FMEA, and TRIZ for product design. Minglang with Jianghua and Huang [125] combine QFD, TRIZ, and DOE to reach the same goal. The use of the QFD/TRIZ combination to resolve problems in the QFD prioritization algorithm is described by Tseng, Torng, and Lin [126]. A combination of TRIZ and QFD for energy-saving products present Zheng, Zhang, and Zhang [127]. Innovations in the medical field by IFR from TRIZ and QFD methods are described by Hu and Yeh [128]. The Taguchi method is used with the contradiction matrix for the optimization of process parameters by Jou et al. [129].

The next variety of TRIZ use is for solving non-technical problems. Lee and Leu use of TRIZ with VE (Value Engineering) to improve business processes [130]. Jiannan and Dongmei focus on strategic decisions for the new product’s forecasting [131], where the decisions are based on technology forecasting by the evolution of the system. Lebepe with Emwanu comparing the solution of non-technical problems with TRIZ and TOC [132]. TRIZ has many strengths, but there are weaknesses too, it takes longer to learn it, quite difficult to use it. Brainstorming and TRIZ are compared by Hass et al. [133], where the experimental proof of creative value of TRIZ is shown. The experiment shows that with TRIZ used in brainstorming season, there can be more and more innovative ideas generated in a shorter time than by classical brainstorming. Selected TRIZ tools for problem-solving at the shop floor level are presented by Jirman and Mašín in [134]. Project management improvement is discussed by Ioi et al. [135]. Petrović et al. discuss how TRIZ helps to enhance process planning [136]. Eco-innovation in chemical processes is applied by Ferrer et al. [137]. Training of TRIZ is discussed by Azlan, Ariz, and Yusof [138] and they conclude, that it is not an easy process.

3-5-Period from 2015 to 2019

After 2014 the overall number of papers about the combination of TRIZ tools with other techniques for process improvement is less than between 2010 and 2014.

Brad et al. [139] use TRIZ for process improvement in the form of a twelve-step algorithm. Nine-step technological process optimization by Trimming is described by Li et al. [140]. Maia, Alves, and Leão [5] discuss the relationship
between TRIZ tools with Lean principles, the methodology for improvement in the textile and clothing industry is also presented. Toyota Kata with TRIZ for sustaining innovation is described by Toivonen [141]. Patent research, Functional analysis, Trimming Engineering parameters, and Contradiction matrix were reviewed for problem-solving related to manufacturing, reliability, and production systems design by Arcidiacono and Bucciarelli [142]. A Substance-Field Analysis and Contradiction Matrix were used for the solution of the ergonomic problems in the workshop by Alves et al. [143]. How TRIZ can help with the development of Lean PSS (Product-Service System) management is described by Pacheco et al. [144]. Improvement of the turning process for better parameters of final parts is described by Ghani et al. [145]. TRIZ is also used for a longer lasting of equipment [146]. A new and better design of machine tools is described by Hsieh et al. [147]. Improvement of VSM by TRIZ is shown by Toivonen and Siitinen [148]. Su and Su use TRIZ for the improvement of the manufacturing of color filters [149]. Chemical processes are improved by Livotov et al. [150] or by Pokhrel et al. [151].

The combination of Six Sigma and TRIZ was after 2014 discussed by Jiang and Nguyen [152] or Lin et al. [153]. Lin et al. combine Six Sigma, Taguchi, and TRIZ for improvement of the coffee roasting process [153], while Jiang and Nguyen [152] use Lean/Six Sigma with TRIZ for improvement of quality, productivity, effectiveness, elimination of waste, and other.

There are many other uses of TRIZ between 2015 and 2019. TRIZ added into SWOT analysis [154]. A better problem-solving method is described by Harlim and Belski [155]. Or a combination of TRIZ with Pugh’s Matrix by Karnjanasomwong and Thawesaengskulthai [156]. Improvement of services is describing Lee, Leu, and Huang [157] by the use of FMEA, Lean, TRIZ, and Six Sigma. Lee, Chen, and Trappey [158] focus on the enhancement of customer satisfaction. Another use of TRIZ is for ex-ample for non-technical problems [159]. NLP and TRIZ are reviewed by Chrząszcz [160]. Swee trying to improve quality in the food industry by TRIZ toolset [161]. Brainstorming, Morphological Analysis, and TRIZ are combined for a generation of better ideas by Shealy et al. [162]. Project management improved by the use of ARIZ is described by Navas et al. [163].

4- Results

First publications aiming at the use of TRIZ in combination with other tools appeared in the year 1996. After the year 2000, the number of publications grown. In recent years, the number of publications with this topic decrease. Numbers of publications in time can be seen in Figure 2.
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From the year 1996 until 2019 most of the reviewed publications aimed at the integration of TRIZ with lean principles and process improvement in general. Secondly, there is a high number of publications about the application of TRIZ itself or in combination with other tools for non-technical problems which can be business problems, problems in management, and others. These topics are partially related to processes. Numbers of publication and its aim is visualized in Figure 3.
For better understanding, publications can be divided into three groups. First, publications focusing on the use of TRIZ for process improvement, which can be papers about the integration of TRIZ with lean thinking, six sigma, quality of processes, the ecology of processes, chemical, and software processes. The second group are publications focusing on the use of TRIZ for improvement of Design activities related to processes, which can be the design for six sigma, design for manufacturing and assembly, QFD, Taguchi method, and TOC. The third group are papers aiming at the use of TRIZ for problem-solving in general. In this group there are papers about the use of TRIZ with brainstorming techniques, solving non-technical problems, and others, like neuro-linguistic programming. The number of papers in these groups is shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 5, there can be seen numbers of publications represented by groups with a similar topic, in periods used in this review. Firstly, TRIZ was used only for process-related activities. Attempts for use of TRIZ for process improvement appeared after the year 2000.

The result from the literature review is that the integration of TRIZ with other tools is beneficial. There are lots of publications that prove this. TRIZ was integrated with many tools and methods to achieve different goals. Lots of studies did try to combine TRIZ tools with methods for solving non-technical problems like management or strategy. Research showed that there were examples of improved processes by the combination of TRIZ and other tools. On the other hand, the complexity of TRIZ is one of the biggest weaknesses of TRIZ itself. To learn TRIZ methods takes lots of time and training is very difficult and time-consuming. Lots of publications showed only rough concepts on how TRIZ should be beneficial. Other studies are too much complicated for practical use. In different words for people who know TRIZ very well, it is simple to combine it with other tools and use it for process improvement or in other fields. But for people who never heard about TRIZ, it is very hard and time consuming to learn it and use it properly.

5- Discussion

The integration of TRIZ with tools for manufacturing or production processes is not very frequent in comparison to other tools. Most of the use of TRIZ is for innovation of products or the design of new ones. Even that TRIZ and TRIZ with other tools for process improvement should be beneficial, the difficulty of training and complexity of studies shows that TRIZ for process improvement will be used only with difficulties. If we want to use TRIZ for these purposes, a more user-friendly approach must be designed. Without tools tailored for engineers in real companies, TRIZ will hardly spread into real process improvement.

The limitation of this review is that no books were used for the research of TRIZ use for processes. There may be other examples and solutions on how to apply TRIZ for process improvement.

The next steps could be focused on the development of a new approach based on TRIZ principles, but easy to use. There were many attempts to combine TRIZ with other tools for a simpler introduction of TRIZ into companies. This approach should be changed and a new standalone method should be designed from scratch. That may help to focus on TRIZ benefits for problem-solving but also the simplicity of the tool.

6- Conclusion

TRIZ seems to be a versatile set of tools and methods for innovation. It can be combined with many different tools. This research was mainly focused on the use of TRIZ in combination with tools for process improvement. Results of research tell that TRIZ tools were used with other tools for process improvement many times. Most of the results from publications are hardly applicable in practice. The results are either abstract or too complicated for easy use. The main problem seems to be TRIZ itself, it is too complex and time-consuming to learn. If TRIZ should be used for improvement or innovation of manufacturing processes, there is a need to make new methods with a more user-friendly form and clear guidance. After that TRIZ for process improvement could be easy to spread from the academic sphere into real companies.
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